
Lekker Boats Lekker 100 DAMSKO Open
Price
Base Price

Specifications

Length Overall 32.81' | 10 M

BEAM 3.75M

Dry Weight

Tested Weight

Draft 0,98M

Draft Up

Draft Down

Air Draft

Deadrise/Transom

Max Headroom

Bridge Clearance

Weight Capacity 3400 KG

Person Capacity C30/D30

Fuel Capacity 660 L
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Water Capacity

Length on Trailer

Height on Trailer

Trailer Weight

Total Weight

Aft Deck

Salon Inside Width

Salon Fore & Aft

Salon Height

Salon Volume

Galley Volume

Master SR Width

Master SR fore & Aft

Master SR Overhead

Master SR Volume

Eng. Room Volume

Acceleration Times & Conditions
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Time to Plane

0 to 20

Ratio

Props

Load

Climate

Builders Commentary
The masterminds behind the LEKKER boats combined their knowledge of the boating scene in Amsterdam

and Australia. They incorporated the best of two worlds into one design. They paired the comfort and

socialising aspect of the well known "sloep" design in Amsterdam with the striking power and durability of

the speedboats in Sydney. And there you have it, born was the Damsko! Designed and build in the

Netherlands and capable of handling Australian beach life.
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Design
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Born in Australia and inspired by the iconic Dutch "sloep" design, the Damsko is a wolf in sheep's clothing.

Looks can be deceiving, bet you'd never imagine this comfortable classic day boat (carrying up to 25

people) reaching a high speed. And that's exactly what makes this boat so damn unique. The Damsko will

have you flying over the water with a top speed of 80km/h (42 knots). There's simply nothing like it out there!

Options
Bimini

Equipping your Damsko with this add-on extends your enjoyment on the boat and that's vital. The luxurious

canvas top is made from 100% acrylic boat cloth, a material that is widely used in water sports because of

its extreme durability. The canvas is supported by four metal poles, which provide stability and make it

possible to easily collapse the bimini top when needed. This boat cover provides you with the needed refuge

from scorching sun rays or protects you from the pouring rain. Either way, it extends your time on the water

and that’s all anybody wants! Multiple colors available upon request.

T- Top

This custom made boat cover specifically hand build for the Damsko by a team of hard top specialists who

deliver top quality. The walk around T-top frame is made from anodised aluminium and has a powder-

coated finish, built to last. The t-top includes a windshield to protect you from potential water splatter and the

water-repellent roofing shelters you against the rain and sun. Moreover, the construction of the t-top makes

it perfect for attaching a fishing rod or a wakeboard. Giving your Damsko that sporty exterior & the

functionality it needs with regards to water sport activities.

Non-Skid
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A slippery wet deck can be a dangerous thing – rest assured because all our Lekker Boats come included

with a safe and stable, non-skid floor. Perfect for all conditions, from excessive rain to splashes caused by

waves, the water's gone before you know it was even there. Furthermore, it protects your boat floors from

unwanted scratches and dents.

Nautiteek

For those of you that like that classic style, the chance to enhance the beauty comes with the option of the

nautical teak floor. Nautiteek is made out of 100% pure homogeneous PVC, making it economically

sustainable and less of a hassle to clean. Additionally, it’s UV and wear resistant, sea waterproof and can

take a beating. A big advantage is that the nautiteek decks are mounted onto the deck as watertight

laminated panels, so no protruding screw holes will be visible. There are 10 colors available, so plenty of

choices to choose the ideal color that fits your taste. This is where a LEKKER Boat stands out among the

crowded harbour with its chic sentiment.

Jensen Audio

Stereo, Amplifiers (2), Speakers (6), Subwoofer (1)
A waterproof Jensen stereo system (+bluetooth), with 6 speakers, 2 amplifiers, and a subwoofer will

complete the Lekker Boat package. JENSEN Marine products are specifically designed and tested to

withstand unique challenges of the marine world, such as moisture, salt air, humidity, UV exposure, and

extreme temperatures. The latest technologies into all designs.

Polk Audio

Stereo, Amplifiers (2), Speakers (6), Subwoofer (1)
Extremely well known in the boating electronics industry, Polk is famous for providing high performance,

authentic audio solutions. This premium stereo package features 6 speakers, 2 amplifiers making sure you’ll

be heard, the additional 2 subwoofers make this Polk audio system the icing on top the cake.

Basic Anchor Option

If you prefer to keep it simple and don't mind getting a little workout this options the one for you. It comes

with a 50-meter rope that's connected to a 7.5Kg stainless steel anchor. The anchor is as reliable as it gets,

it will hold your Damsko steady in the sand, mud, gravel, and between rocks. It's a basic but effective way to

make sure your boat doesn’t start drifting away. No need to worry about where to store the anchor, the

Damsko contains side benches which supply ample storage space.
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Electric Anchor System

No need to break into a sweat with this anchor option, it offers you less stress and more time to have fun.

This electric anchor system comes with a 50-meter long stainless steel chain (incl. 7.5kg anchor). The chain

is stowed in a compartment that's specifically designed for it just underneath the bow. This anchor system

will do all the heavy lifting for you.

Integrated Electric Anchor System

If you don’t feel like raising an anchor by hand, this options the way to go. It provides you with a hassle-free

anchor system that's entirely integrated into the bow of the Lekker Damsko. All it takes is a click of a button

on your console. Out pops a foldable stainless steel arm, which holds the 50-meter long stainless steel

chain in place and aids it whilst dropping the anchor down to the seabed. Want to leave? No problem, just

as fast as the anchor went down it will come back up.

Basic

The Damsko is standard equipped with the SC1000 Speedometer. It delivers you all the information you

need about the boat and the engine at a single glance. A clean, easy-to-read dial with a black frame and a

display that’s scratch resistant and has an anti-fog coating resulting in worry-free care.

Analog

If you’re a classic type of person then our analog meters will suit your taste. The 6 clocks have a timeless

and simple design, the clocks display the following inputs: speed, fuel level, RPM, motor temperature and

time. They are also shockproof and corrosion resistant. Tailored for your needs, you can choose what

clocks you want on your console.

Modern

Vessel View 703 provides precise, reliable control combined with increased clarity, high-definition resolution,

wide viewing angles, and enhanced controls for easier operation in all conditions. VesselView 703

incorporates the new Simrad® SolarMAX® HD display. The display provides up-to-date information of more

than 30 engine parameters, including Fuel Level & Range, Oil Temperature & Pressure, Battery Voltage,

Water Depth, Genset and more. It supports 16 languages and multiple unit conversions. Not to forget the

VesselView 703 also has an integrated echo-sounder and true dual-channel CHIRP, making it an essential

fishing companion.

Bow Thruster
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The bow thruster is a propulsion device situated in a tunnel that goes through the bow of the Lekker boat.

By outfitting your Damsko with a bow thruster you make the vessel more maneuverable. Seeing as it

provides lateral (port and starboard) thrust. Docking or entering a port couldn’t be easier, with the use of a

joystick on the console, you’ll be sure to keep stress at bay with the flip of a switch!!
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